We study a binary Lennard-Jones system below the glass transition with molecular dynamics simulations. To investigate the dynamics we focus on events ("jumps") where a particle escapes the cage formed by its neighbors. Using single particle trajectories we define a jump by comparing for each particle its fluctuations with its changes in average position. We find two kinds of jumps: "reversible jumps," where a particle jumps back and forth between two or more average positions, and "irreversible jumps," where a particle does not return to any of its former average positions, i.e. successfully escapes its cage. For all investigated temperatures both kinds of particles jump and both irreversible and reversible jumps occur. With increasing temperature relaxation is enhanced by an increasing number of jumps, and growing jump lengths in position and potential energy. However, the waiting time between two successive jumps is independent of temperature. This temperature independence might be due to aging, which is present in our system. The times of jump duration are at all temperatures significantly shorter than the waiting times. The ratio of irreversible to reversible jumps is also increasing with increasing temperature, which we interpret as a consequence of the increased likelihood of changes in the cages, i.e. a blocking of the "entrance" back into the previous cage. In accordance with this interpretation, the fluctuations both in position and energy are increasing with increasing temperature. A comparison of the fluctuations of jumping particles and non-jumping particles indicates that jumping particles are more mobile even when not jumping. The jumps in energy normalized by their fluctuations are decreasing with increasing temperature, which is consistent with relaxation being increasingly driven by thermal fluctuations. In accordance with subdiffusive behavior are the distributions of waiting times and jump lengths in position.
I. INTRODUCTION
If a liquid is cooled and crystallization is avoided, one obtains a Supercooled liquid. Upon further cooling the system falls out of equilibrium and results in a glass. During the transition from liquid to supercooled liquid to glass the thermodynamic properties change and even more drastic changes occur in the dynamics [1] . The viscosity increases by many orders of magnitude upon cooling and the mean square displacement (MSD) as a function of time develops a plateau at intermediate times.
The lower the temperature the longer the waiting time within the plateau until a second rise in the mean square displacement occurs [2] . One common explanation for the plateau is that while at high temperatures one has (at late enough times) normal diffusion, at lower temperatures particles are caged in, i.e. trapped by their neighbors, and spend longer time within this cage with decreasing temperatures. The second increase in the MSD indicates that after long enough waiting time the particles manage to escape their cage. This escape out of the cage ("jump") is the focus of this paper.
To set the work of this paper in context, we review briefly previous studies on the dynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses. We restrict ourselves mostly to simple glass formers, excluding major work about strong glass formers, ionic systems, polymers and crystals. * Electronic address: kvollmay@bucknell.edu Central quantities in both experiments and computer simulations are the viscosity, diffusion constant and MSD. The MSD, which is an average over single particle i = 1, . . . , N displacements,
and variations thereof [3] ∆R(t) = (N · MSD) −1/2 (2)
where · ∆t is a time average
where r 0 i (t) is the position after steepest decent show jumps when viewed with fine enough time resolution, and when studied at low enough temperatures and for single configurations [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Detailed studies of these jumps indicate collective motion [3, 4, 5, 6] . One learns about the interplay between regular diffusion and hopping motion via four-point correlation functions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and the van Hove correlation function G(r, t) = G s (r, t) + G d (r, t) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] where G s (r, t) is the self part and G d (r, t) is the distinct part. The hopping shows up in an additional peak in G s (r, t) and an increase in the amplitude at r → 0 of G d (r, t).
Recently attention has been drawn to the non-Gaussian tail of G(r, t) [25, 26, 27, 28] and the non-Gaussian parameter α 2 [5, 13, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] which is the second coefficient of the cumulant series of F s (q, t), the Fourier transform of G s (r, t). They are signatures of non-exponential behavior, which might be either due to homogeneous complex dynamics and/or due to spatially heterogeneous dynamics [35] . This has been studied both with experiments [28, 29, 30, 36] and in simulations of two-dimensional [31, 37, 38, 39, 40] and three-dimensional systems [3, 5, 6, 11, 25, 26, 27, 32, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] . Studies of the most mobile particles reveal that they move increasingly more collectively with decreasing temperature. One distinct feature of this collective dynamics is that some particles are moving along a string [3, 8, 26, 30, 46, 47, 48] .
Similar motion has been found via the study of normal modes which are commonly used to study the dynamics at low temperatures [8, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] .
The dynamics of glasses out of equilibrium, i.e. systems which have been quenched from high to low temperature, displays additional complexity, since the system might "age" [50] . This means that the dynamics depends on the waiting time between the quench and the measurement [51, 52, 53] which results in the violation of the fluctuation dissipation theorem [53, 54] .
Another fruitful approach to gain insight into the dynamics of supercooled liquids and glasses has been to investigate the energy landscape of the inherent structure, that means of the instantaneous configurations which have been quenched to their local potential energy minimum [14, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60] . At the same temperature when the system starts slowing down drastically, the potential energy of the inherent structure undergoes a qualitative change [55] . The long time behavior of this potential energy shows jumps between metabasins, where the latter are groups of strongly correlated local minima [56, 57, 58, 59, 60] . The mean average waiting time ∆t wait between these jumps turns out to be dominated by the long times. ∆t wait together with the diffusion constant allow an estimate of the cage size [59] .
Direct studies of the cage have been done via threetime correlations [14] , velocity-velocity correlations [30, 38, 61] , via the cage correlation function [62, 63, 64] , and a passage time before a particle escapes [65] . The results of these studies tell us about cage properties such as the cage size and waiting time within a cage (or jump rate).
Hand in hand with the experiments and simulations are the theoretical models for supercooled liquids and glasses. One of the very successful theories is the mode coupling theory of the glass transition (MCT) [66] , which describes the dynamics of supercooled liquids via nonlinear dynamics of coupled density modes and makes predictions for quantities such as D, F (q, t), and the susceptibility χ ′′ (ω). The extended version of MCT includes hopping processes via the coupling to current fluctuations [67] . The comparison of experiment and this theory for χ ′′ (w) [68] and α 2 [69] shows very good agreement.
The MCT is a theory for the glass transition for temperatures above the glass transition. Below the glass transition there exists no equivalent of a microscopic theory such as MCT. Some phenomenological theories which are more general models for solids build in hopping either indirectly as in the free volume model [70] or directly in hopping models [71, 72, 73] . Direct hopping models are based on the assumption that hopping is the main process which explains the dynamics. The starting point in these models is usually a random walk and the anomalous diffusion is incorporated via a distribution of waiting times (or jump rates). The jumping entities are either defects [71] , uncharged carriers [72] or (in the case of predictions for ac and dc conductivity) charged carriers [73] .
The goal of this paper is to obtain via single particle trajectories direct information about jump processes such as jump sizes and waiting times between jumps. Specific examples of the dynamics of single particle jumps, in the form of a plot of one component of r i (t) [16, 17, 18, 74] or in the form of a two-or three-dimensional picture of the particle trajectory [6, 28, 29, 30, 31, 40, 57, 61] , are very helpful to get an idea of some qualitative features of jumps, such as the detailed geometry of jump processes [16, 17, 57, 74] . In this paper, however, we go beyond single examples by defining a systematic search algorithm for jump processes. For the case of single particle trajectories a similar approach has been used in the work [17, 19, 34, 43] , where the jump criterion is a minimum hopping distance, which is the same for all particles. In contrast, we use a relative criterion, where for each particle its size of fluctuations is compared to its jump size. We choose this relative criterion to be able to identify jumps of particles of different sizes and neighborhood. That means the criterion is adjusted to the cage size of each individual particle. As criterion for the occurrence of a jump we use the positions of particles instead of their energy. While both approaches are fruitful, we believe that many theoretical models and interpretations of simulations and experiments are based on an intuitive picture of the particle motion in real space. Similarly our goal is to mimic a careful observer of each particles motion in our system. We therefore use single particle trajectories, instead of a quantity which is an average over all particles (as in the work [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] ). For the case of single particle trajectories the distinction between vibrational and hopping motion turns out to be clearer by taking time averages than by using trajectories of the inherent structure.
In the following we define our model, and give details about the simulation (Sec. II). Our precise definition of a jump is given in Sec. III. We find two types of jumps (irreversible and reversible). The latter are distinguished for the rest of the paper (in distinction from [17, 19, 34, 43] .) In Sec. IV we count as a function of temperature the number of jumping particles, and in Sec. V the number of visited different cages. In Sec. VI we investigate the times during a jump and between successive jumps. The jump size both in position and in potential energy are presented in Secs. VII and VIII. In Sec. IX we conclude with a summary of our results, a comparison with the results of previous work and with our resulting picture of jump processes. We finish with open questions suggesting future work.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION
We use a binary Lennard-Jones (LJ) mixture of 800 A and 200 B particles with the same mass. The interaction potential for particles i and j at positions r i and r j and of type α, β ∈ {A,B} is
where r = |r i − r j | and ǫ AA = 1.0, ǫ AB = 1.5, ǫ BB = 0.5, σ AA = 1.0, σ AB = 0.8 and σ BB = 0.88. We truncate and shift the potential at r = 2.5 σ αβ . From previous investigations [75, 76] it is known that this system is not prone to crystallization and demixing. In the following we will use reduced units where the unit of length is σ AA , the unit of energy is ǫ AA and the unit of time is mσ 2 AA /(48ǫ AA ). We carry out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a time step of 0.02. The volume is kept constant at V = 9.4 3 = 831 and we use periodic boundary conditions. According to previous simulations [54, 75, 76] the kinetic glass transition is around T ≈ 0.435. We analyze here simulations at T = 0.15/0.2/0.25/0.30/0.35/0.38/0.40/0.41/0.42 and 0.43 as they have been described in [42] . We start with 10 independent well equilibrated configurations at T = 0.446. [77] Each of these configurations undergoes the following sequence of simulation runs. After an instantaneous quench to T = 0.15 we first run a (NVT) simulation for 10 5 MD steps. The temperature is kept constant by replacing the velocities of all particles by new velocities drawn from the corresponding Boltzmann distribution every 50 time steps. We then run the simulation for 10 5 MD steps without the temperature bath (NVE) and subsequently raise the temperature instantaneously to the next higher temperature T = 0.2. (NVT) and (NVE) runs of 10 5 MD steps each follow and the temperature is again raised, and so forth. The final configurations of these (NVT) runs are the initial configurations for the (NVE) production runs (for 5·10 6 MD steps) presented in this paper. During each production run the positions of all particles (configurations) are stored every 2000 MD steps which are then used for analysis.
For the here investigated temperatures the relaxation times τ are much larger than the waiting time before the production runs (at T = 0.446 is τ ≈ 8 · 10 5 ). We therefore study relaxation processes out of equilibrium and find aging effects, which is consistent with previous detailed studies of aging of the same binary Lennard-Jones system [53, 54] .
III. DEFINITION OF JUMP AND JUMP-TYPE
We focus in this paper on the process of a particle escaping its cage, using single particle trajectories r i (t) given by the periodically stored configurations. To distinguish vibrations around an average position from a change in the average position, we average 20 consecutive positions r i (t) to obtain r i (m) as sketched in Fig. 1 . We identify jumps by comparing changes in these averaged positions |∆r i | with the fluctuations in position σ i,est for each particle i where
(see Fig. 1 ) and σ i,est is defined in [79] . We use in specific for |∆r i | not consecutive but instead average positions which are four averages (each of 20 configurations) apart. This choice of time interval in |∆r i | is to allow identification of not only sudden but also more gradual jumps. We define that a jump of particle i occurs whenever
Notice that we use a relative criterion, namely for each particle i a comparison of |∆r i | with its σ i,est . Our motivation for this relative criterion is that we would like to identify jumps of both A and the smaller B particles. Also even for particles of the same type their jump size might differ due to different cage sizes. σ 2 i,est is an estimate for the cage size of each individual particle and is therefore used as criterion for the occurrence of a jump. When we apply the above jump definition, we find two types of jumps which we call "irreversible" and "reversible" jumps (see Fig. 2 ). A particle which undergoes an irreversible jump succeeds in escaping its cage (for the time window of the simulation) whereas a particle undergoing a reversible jump returns back to one of its previous average positions. Similar results have been found in previous simulations of other systems [3, 4, 6, 8, 17, 21, 74] . However, the present work differs from these that we analyze all following quantities for the reversible and irreversible jumps separately. As sketched in Fig. 2 , we call a jump reversible whenever case 1 or case 2 occurs. Case 1 corresponds to the situation of a particle undergoing multiple jumps and returning to one or more of any previous average positions (for details see Sec. V). If two average positions are equal then all jumps which happen between the previous position and the recurring position are called reversible jumps. In the example of Fig. 2 this means in case 1 that all shown jumps are reversible jumps. To increase our resolution in time we use not only the information of the averaged positions r i (m) but also the complete information of r i (t). In case 2 (see Fig. 2 ) the spikes in r i (t) indicate returns to the average position before the jump [80]. If a jump satisfies neither case 1 nor case 2, then it is called "irreversible jump."
In the following we distinguish between the jump events, as they have been defined so far, and the corresponding jumping particles which may undergo multiple jumps of different types. Any reversible jump designates the corresponding particle as a reversible jumper for the entire time window.
IV. NUMBER OF JUMPING PARTICLES
We apply now the above definitions to identify all jumps occurring in our simulations. The number of identified jumps depends on the time interval of the production runs and, since the system is out of equilibrium, also on the waiting time before the production runs. The straightforward counting of jump events would give reversible jumpers (which sometimes jump many times) a larger weight. We therefore present the number of jumping particles. Fig. 3 shows the number of jumping particles normalized by the number N α of particles in the system of type α ∈ {A,B}. With increasing temperature T the number of jumping particles increases consistent with an increasing number of relaxation processes. A similar temperature dependence has been found indirectly via the participation ratio in the work [3, 48, 81] .
More surprisingly, we find that not only the small Bparticles are jumping but also a considerable fraction of A particles. However, the fraction of jumping B particles is larger than the fraction of jumping A particles due to the smaller size and therefore higher mobility of the B particles. Furthermore, both irreversible and reversible jumps are not only occurring in a certain temperature range but at all temperatures. Fig. 4 illustrates the fraction of these jumping particles that are irreversible jumpers. At low to intermediate temperatures this ratio is, within the large error bars, roughly constant. At intermediate to larger temperatures irreversible jumpers become more likely than reversible jumpers with increasing temperature. This increase is even more pronounced for all temperatures if one considers the number of irreversible jump events (instead of jumping particles) divided by the number of all jump events (see inset of Fig. 4 ). Gaukel et al. [6, 8, 21] come to a similar conclusion via a model for their simulation data. Their irreversible jumps become more likely with increasing temperature. We interpret this increase in the fraction of irreversible jumps as sketched in Fig. 5 . Both irreversible and reversible jumps start out the same, with the jumping particle leaving the cage (formed by the neighboring particles) possibly through an opening in the cage. In the case of the irreversible jump, the entrance of the cage gets meanwhile blocked by a particle, loosely speaking the door gets closed, and the jumping particle can no longer return and has successfully escaped its cage. With increasing temperature all particles become more mobile, which increases the likelihood of the blockage of the entrance back into the cage which in turn leads to an increase in the fraction of irreversible jumps as shown in Fig. 4 . We do not intend to make here a statement about the exact geometric process, for example that a door made up of a single particle gets open and closed, but more generally the process of rearrangement of the cage. Interestingly enough, this blockage happens more often in the case of the larger A than the smaller B-particles which leads to larger ratios for A than B particles in Fig. 4 .
V. NUMBER OF AVERAGE POSITIONS
With each jump a particle either returns to one of its former average positions within a cage or to a new overall average position. We call the average positions before and after a jump r i i and r i f (for details about the time averages · i,f see Fig. 11 and Sec. VII). We use as criterion for two average positions to be the same that the distance between them ∆ r i = | r i f − r i i | and the average fluctuations before the jump σ 2 i i (for the definition of σ 2 i see [79] ) satisfy (∆ r i ) 2 ≤ 5 σ 2 i i . Fig. 6a shows an average of the number of distinct average positions which are visited by a particle. According to the higher mobility of the smaller B particles, they visit more average positions than the A particles. For low temperatures most jumping particles visit only two average positions during our simulation. For intermediate to larger temperatures, however, not only increasingly more particles jump (see Sec. IV) but these particles also jump more often. The distribution of the number of different visited average positions at the highest temperatures (as shown in Fig. 6b ), broadens with increasing T such that some particles visit up to seven different average positions during the simulation run.
7: Sketch to illustrate the definitions of the starting time t i and ending time t f of a jump (here for jumps I and II) and the times before the first jump of a particle ∆t head , during a jump ∆t d , between successive jumps ∆t b and after the last jump ∆t tail .
In this section we investigate the time scale of jumps. As sketched in Fig. 7 we determine the time duration of a jump ∆t d = t f − t i , the time before the first jump of a particle ∆t head , the time after the last jump of a particle ∆t tail , and the time between two successive jumps I and II to be ∆t b = t II i − t I i where t i and t f indicate the starting and ending time of a jump [85] . Notice that ∆t b is only defined if a jump particle jumps twice or more and that we analyze ∆t head and ∆t tail separately as presented shortly. For the distinction of irreversible and reversible jumps, we assign the jump type of ∆t b according to the jump ending ∆t b , for example in Fig. 7 the jump type of ∆t b is determined by jump II. This means that ∆t b is a measure of the waiting time before a jump occurs. Fig. 8 illustrates that ∆t d ≪ ∆t b which tells us in hindsight why we could identify jumps as rare events with the above described procedure. Since the time resolution is of the order of 1000 (≈ 20 · 2000 · 0.02), i.e. of the same order as ∆t d , we do not draw further conclusions about the temperature dependence of ∆t d . However, ∆t b is well above our time resolution and small enough to be detected during our simulation run of length 1 · 10 5 . In accordance with the picture of reversible jumpers which try but do not succeed to escape their cage, these trials happen on a shorter time scale than irreversible jumps. However, to our surprise, ∆t b seems to be independent not only of the particle type but also of temperature. The question arises if this temperature independence of ∆t b is a consequence of the finite time window of our simulation. To take this finite time interval t tot into account, we make a crude approximation to correct the time intervals ∆t b , ∆t head and ∆t tail by assuming that jumps happen equally likely at any time in the window [0, t tot ] (which is not accurate due to aging). The probability P corr (∆t) of finding the complete interval ∆t reduces to the probability of finding ∆t during [0, t tot ] in the simulation
where c is a normalization constant. We may approxi-
where · sim indicates an average over jump events of the simulation. We thus obtain
Similarly the average times ∆t sim may be approximately corrected by Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b show the resulting corrected times ∆t corr for irreversible and reversible jumps respectively. For simplification of notation we drop · corr in the following. The tail and head times, ∆t tail and ∆t head , reveal that we find aging, since ∆t tail > ∆t head , i.e. jumps are more likely to occur at the beginning of the simulation than later. This particular aging effect decreases with increasing temperature. ∆t tail and ∆t head are both larger than ∆t b because ∆t b includes only times of particles which jump multiple times whereas ∆t head and ∆t tail include also times of particles which jump only once. Interestingly, ∆t b is (although approximately corrected) still independent of temperature. Together with our results of Secs. III -V we therefore find that with increasing temperature relaxation processes are accelerated via more jumping particles and more multiple jumps, but the times between multiple jumps do not become shorter. This is contrary to previous results [19, 34, 58, 59, 82] in which waiting times decrease with increasing temperature. In our system, however, the temperature independence seems to be true not only for the averages but even for the distribution P corr (∆t b ) (see Fig. 10 ). We interpret this temperature independence as being due to aging which is consistent with our data for ∆t tail and ∆t head and with the results of Doliwa et al. [58, 59] who find that the distribution of waiting times initially is temperature independent and becomes temperature dependent at later times. As shown in Fig. 10 for irreversible jumps of A and B particles, P (∆t b ) approximately follows a power law P (∆t b ) ∝ ∆t −ν b with ν = 0.84. Even though we expect the system to show normal diffusion on a time scale much larger than our simulation run, the intermediate dynamics is subdiffusive [83] . Please notice however that a direct comparison of our result with the scheme presented in Fig. 1 of [83] is not possible because in our case the multiple jumps of one particle at different times as well as the jumps of different particles are not independent, which changes the dynamics [84]. 
VII. JUMP LENGTHS
In the last sections we have investigated how many particles jump and how often jumps occur. Next we study how far these particles jump. To be able to test if our qualitative results are dependent on the definition of jump length, we use three quantities: ∆R if , ∆R max and ∆R avg as sketched in Fig. 11 . For a jump of particle i the jump distance of the jump starting at t i and ending at t f (for the definition of t i and t f see [85] ) is (11) and the maximal distance being detected during the jump
(here 3200 = 4 · 20 · 2000 · 0.02 as in [79] and Sec. III) where t is varied over times t which satisfy t i,detect ≤ t < t f,detect ([85] ). The third length ∆R avg is less dependent on fluctuations than ∆R if and ∆R max . It is the distance of the overall average positions before and after the jump
For the averages · f and · i the positions r i (t) are averaged over times before and after the jump excluding a broadened time window around the jump [t i − 800, t f + 800]. Fig. 12a shows that the different jump lengths have the same qualitative behavior, namely, as one might expect, an increase with increasing temperature T . We therefore show in the following mainly results for only ∆R avg but find very similar behavior in the case of ∆R if and ∆R max . An increase in jump size with increasing temperature has been seen in previous simulations [3, 19, 34, 48, 81] . However in the case of [3, 48, 81] the jump size is for a jump in the MSD, i.e. an average over all particles, which includes two effects: an increasing number of jumping particles and an increase in the jump size of single particle jumps. Our approach has the advantage of keeping these two effects separate. Furthermore, in our case the single particle jumps are larger than in [3, 34, 48, 81] . Fig. 12b is the same as Fig. 12a for ∆R avg but broken down by both jump and particle type. The smaller B particles are jumping further than the A particles. Furthermore reversible jumps are shorter than the irreversible jumps, which is due to two features in the distribution P (∆R avg ).
As illustrated in Fig. 13 both irreversible and reversible jumps have a peak at about 0.8 and 1.0 for A and B particles respectively. These peaks are relatively similar for reversible and irreversible jumps, taking aside that for irreversible jumps this peak position is slightly shifted to the right and slightly broadened (partly due to multiple jumps which are not resolved in time). This similarity and the peak positions around unity are consistent with our picture that irreversible and reversible jumps start out the same, namely with a particle jumping out of its cage. A new feature, however, is that the distribution of reversible jumps for T = 0.43 (and similarly for all other temperatures) has a bimodal distribution with an additional peak at a distance smaller than 0.2, contrary to the distribution of irreversible jumps. This seems to indicate for reversible jumps another process than a jump out of a cage because the latter would be of the order 0.5 and larger. The increase of ∆R avg with increasing temperature is a consequence of both a shift of the peak position and a broadening of the distribution of jump sizes. This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 13 for irreversible jumps of A particles and we find similar distributions for irreversible jumps of B particles. At the largest investigated temperature T = 0.43 some of the particles move as far as four particle spacings. Some of these large jumps might correspond to multiple jumps of a smaller time window than our time resolution. For irreversible jumps of size unity and larger we find that the distribution for all temperatures follow roughly a power law P (∆R) ≈ ∆R −µ (see Fig. 14) with µ = 6.3 for A and µ = 4.8 for B particles. This is in accordance with subdiffusive behavior for intermediate times as presented in Sec. VI for the distribution of waiting times [83] .
As commented on earlier (see Sec. I and Sec III), our definition for a jump is not based on a specified size but instead a multiple of the fluctuations of the particle. Let us therefore next look at the fluctuations. Fig. 15 shows a comparison of the fluctuations of jumping particles σ jump and of non-jumping particles σ nojump . Also included in Fig. 15 is an average over all particles σ est of the estimates for fluctuations σ i,est as they have been used for the jump identification (see Sec. III and [79] ). σ est is very similar to σ nojump and represents the fluctuations of an average particle. For the average of σ jump we exclude fluctuations during the jump: for jumping particle i we take
where σ i and · i,f are defined as in [79] and earlier in this section respectively. Although jump times are excluded, the fluctuations of jumping particles are clearly larger than the fluctuations of non-jumping particles. This means that jumping particles are not only moving farther than an average particle during single events but are also oscillating within their cages with a larger than average amplitude. Fig. 16a shows an average of jump size relative to the particle's fluctuation ∆R i,avg /σ i,jump for jumping particles i. ∆R avg /σ jump seems independent of temperature for reversible jumps and for irreversible jumps slightly increasing with increasing temperature. The distribution of ∆R/σ gives us the opportunity to estimate the influence of the cutoff in our definition of a jump. Similar to our approach for the search of a jump, we use σ est , and obtain P (∆R avg /σ est ) as shown in Fig. 16b for irreversible jumps of A particles. We find a peak at (∆R avg /σ est ) ≈ 5.5 (for B-particles ≈ 6.5), i.e. larger than our cutoff at (∆R/σ) = √ 20 ≈ 4.5. This gives us the hope that we have included the major contribution of jumps consistent with our approach. We have to bear in mind, however, that ∆R avg /σ est is not the identical measure to the one used in our search procedure. Furthermore, in the case of reversible jumps there is some additional peak at smaller values of (∆R avg /σ est ) (see inset of Fig. 16b ) which is consistent with Fig. 13 and might indicate some additional process.
VIII. ENERGY
In the previous sections we have investigated relaxation processes by solely using the positions (trajectories) of single particles. As the work [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60] shows, an approach via potential energies can also be fruitful. We therefore study in this section what happens to the potential energy during jumps. As sketched in Fig. 17 , we still use single particle trajectories to identify the jumping particle and do similar averaging for the according time windows · i and · f (see Sec. VII). We investigate both the total potential energy per particle
and the single particle potential energy of particle i
where V αβ (r ij (t)) is defined in Eq. (5) . To obtain in addition the energies of the inherent structures [86] we minimized the configurations ({r i (t)}) via a steepest decent procedure. With the thus obtained configuration
and
Similar to the jump size in position (see Fig. 17 and Sec. VII) we then determine
and similarly for the energies of Eq. (16) - (18) . We find in most of our analysis that ∆E avg and ∆E if (and all other equivalents for E 0 , E i and E 0 i ) are showing the same qualitative behavior, and therefore present in the following results for ∆E avg using Eq. (19) and Eq. (15) - (18) . Fig. 18a shows ∆E avg as a function of temperature averaged separately over irreversible and reversible jumps of A and B particles. Notice that the energy jumps are small compared to energy values E i,f ≈ −7. The irreversible jumps lower the energies more than reversible jumps and more so for A than B particles, because a jump of a larger A particle results in a bigger change in environment than for a smaller B-particle. The lowering of the total potential energy happens mostly at intermediate temperatures and less at the lowest and highest investigated temperatures. This might be an aging effect: at low temperatures the system is basically frozen in, at intermediate temperatures the system has time to partially age, and at higher temperatures the system has already aged before the production run starts. This effect is lost when we look at the jumps in single particle energies ∆E i,avg (T ) which is basically zero for all jumps. We therefore find that the total potential energies ∆E avg , ∆E if , ∆E 0 avg , and ∆E 0 if show a more systematic dependence on temperature than their single particle equivalents ∆E i,avg etc.. For the absolute values |∆E avg | etc. and all following quantities, however, we find the opposite, i.e. the single particle equivalents |∆E i,avg | etc. show a more pronounced behavior. We therefore show from now on the results which use Eq. (16) and Eq. (18) only.
We next look at the absolute value |∆E 0 i,avg | as a function of temperature (see Fig. 18b ). As one might expect, the irreversible jumps show larger changes in energy than reversible jumps, due to larger jumps in position ( Fig. 12b ) and therefore more change in the environment of the jumping particle. And similarly the larger A particles in comparison with the smaller B particles experience a larger change in energy because A particles are surrounded by more neighbors, i.e. a larger environment. With increasing temperature the absolute value of the jump in energy (Fig. 18b ) is increasing (with the one exception of irreversible B particles) which is consistent with the increase in jump position (Fig. 12b) .
We define the fluctuations in energy σ Ei at time t = m · 2000 · 0.02
similar to the fluctuations in position [79] where E i (m) is the time average 1 20 m+10 m ′ =m−9 E i (m ′ ). The energy fluctuations are also increasing with increasing temperature and are larger for A than B particles (see Fig. 19a ). The fluctuations of irreversible and reversible jumps are however very similar, which is consistent with the picture that reversible jumps are "failed" irreversible jumps and in that sense start out the same way as irreversible jumps. Fig. 19b is a comparison of energy fluctuations of jumping (both irreversible and reversible and of both A and B) particles σ E i,jump and of non-jumping particles σ E i,nojump [87]. In σ E i,jump we exclude the times during the jump by using the time windows · i,f . We find that the energy fluctuations of jumping particles are larger than for non-jumping particles which is consistent with the corresponding fluctuations in position (see Fig. 15 ).
By normalizing |∆E i,avg | with the fluctuations σ Ei we obtain Fig. 20a . Similar to the case of normalized jumps in position (Fig. 16a) we find that |∆E i,avg |/σ Ei is for reversible jumps basically independent of temperature. For irreversible jumps, however |∆E i,avg |/σ Ei decreases significantly with increasing temperature. This indicates that with increasing temperature the jumps are increasingly more driven by fluctuations. Contrary to the equivalent in position (Fig. 16a) , the normalized energies are significantly smaller, in the range 0.5 -1.4 rather than 3 -7, and the distribution of |∆E i,avg |/σ Ei (see Fig. 20b ) is monotonous decreasing with a less far reaching tail than the equivalent in position (Fig. 16b) .
FIG. 19: Fluctuations in single particle potential energy as a function of temperature. The average is in a) over irreversible and reversible jump events of A and B particles separately and in b) over jumping particles (σE i,jump ) and over non-jumping particles (σE i,jump ).
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We study the dynamics of a binary Lennard-Jones system below the glass transition. Our focus is on jump- 
b)
FIG. 20: Absolute value of single particle potential energy divided by its fluctuation |∆Ei,avg|/σE i in a) as a function of temperature and in b) its distribution .
processes, which we identify via single particle trajectories. Two kind of jumps are found: "reversible jumps," where a particle jumps back and forth between one or more average positions, and "irreversible jumps," where a particle does not return to any of its former average positions, i.e. successfully escapes its cage of neighbors. Both irreversible and reversible jumps of A and B particles occur at all temperatures. With increasing temperature more particles jump, more average positions are visited, the jump size both in position and in the absolute value of the potential energies |∆E|, |∆E 0 |, |∆E i | and |∆E 0 i | (total and single-particle, not minimized and minimized) increase, and the fluctuations in position σ R and potential energy σ E increase. The fluctuations are larger for jumping particles than for non-jumping particles even if fluctuations during the jump are not part of the average, which indicates that jumping particles are not only during jump times more mobile than nonjumping particles. The ratio |∆E i |/σ Ei of irreversible jumps decreases with increasing temperature. This confirms a commonly used assumption that with increasing temperature the irreversible jumps become more driven by fluctuations.
With increasing temperature also irreversible jumps become proportionally more frequent than reversible jumps. We interpret this such that irreversible and reversible jumps are similar in that sense that a particle tries to escape its cage. In the case of reversible jumps the particle finds its way back into the cage whereas in the case of an irreversible jump the path back into the cage becomes blocked due to rearrangements of the cage. At larger temperature these rearrangements of the cage become more likely (since for example the fluctuations increase) and therefore irreversible jumps occur more often. Irreversible and reversible jumps show in most quantities qualitatively the same behavior, such as their temperature dependence of jump size in position and energy, and differ only in size. An exception to this similarity is the distribution of jump sizes, which suggests that there might be an additional jump process in the case of reversible jumps indicated by an additional peak at small jump sizes.
The most surprising result of our work is that the times between successive jumps are independent of temperature. This is most likely due to aging, which could mean on the time scale of our simulation that ∆t b reflects the time scale of T = 0.446 from which we quenched the system, and that ∆t b might show temperature dependence at later times. The latter would be consistent with the work of Doliwa et al. [58, 59] who find in their simulations of very long times that the distribution of waiting times (however, identified via the collective quantity of the minimized potential energy) initially is temperature independent and of different power law than at later times when temperature dependence occurs. We do find aging in that sense that the times before the first jump are shorter than the times after the last jump of a particle (an effect which becomes less for temperatures near T c ).
Future work (which is in progress) will tell us if in our system ∆t b becomes temperature dependent after longer times. However, the dynamics does depend on temperature for all other here investigated quantities such as the number of jumps and the fraction of reversible jumps.
Another question which we would like to raise for future work is how much single particle jumps can tell us about relaxations of a glass which might include collective motion. It seems plausible that single particle jumps are strongly correlated with collective jumps and in that sense give us very similar information to studies of collective quantities. We find that many of the single particle jumps in our system are spatially and temporally correlated, i.e. are showing collective motion. Systematic studies for confirmation remain to be done in the future. We also find the signature of many-particle effects confirmed in the result of the increasing ratio of irreversible jumps with increasing temperature, since this indicates that not only the jumping particle itself but also its cage are dependent on temperature. There might, however, be also collective jumps, where each particle jumps a too small amount to be detected by our search algorithm. It remains to be studied of how much importance such processes are in our system.
